
Definition of Public Finance 

Public finance can be defined as the study of government activities, which may 

include spending, deficits and taxation. The goals of public finance are to 

recognize when, how and why the government should intervene in the current 

economy, and also understand the possible outcomes of making changes in 

the market. In addition, public finance can involve issues outside of the 

economy, including accounting, law and public finance management. 

Understanding the role of the government and how changes may affect the 

economy are a few important aspects of public finance professionals. When 

the government intervenes and takes action within the economy, the 

outcomes are classified into one of three categories: economic efficiency, 

distribution of income or macroeconomic stabilization. 

Economic Efficiency 

Economic efficiency is the standard that economists use to evaluate a variety 

of resources. Typically, efficiency can be determined by a general formula of 

ratios and their generated outcomes. The difference between technical 

efficiency and economic efficiency is the relationship of values people place on 

things. Values in technical efficiency may be subjective from one person to 

another.  Economic efficiency focuses on eliminating waste to provide as much 

value as possible. Technical efficiency looks to maximize value, while 

sacrificing as much as is needed to create the best initiative. 

Distribution of Income 

Distribution of income is the calculation of the wealth and income of a nation 

once it is divided by its total population. The overall distribution can be 

evaluated through a series of statistical studies. Wealth and income are two 

separate entities. Wealth is the overall value of a population’s physical 

possessions and financial assets. Income is the exact monetary value of a 

population’s net intake over a selected period of time. The information 

gathered from a country’s wealth and income can be a valuable resource to 

help answer a variety of political, social and economic questions. 
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Macroeconomic Stabilization 

Macroeconomic stabilization is a process by which the stabilization and 

growth of the economy is monitored through the development of fiscal and 

monetary policies, laws and regulations. Stabilization of the economy acts as 

the foundation to economic growth. Without stabilization, the economy is 

doomed to collapse. To achieve a stabilized macroeconomic environment, a 

balance is required between the government budgeting, domestic commerce, 

banking operations, international trade and governing institutions. In order to 

maintain ongoing macroeconomic stabilization and an optimal level of 

economic efficiency, the market must be managed to ensure interest rates, 

business cycles and demand within the economy remains steady. 

Public and Private goods 

A pure public good is a good or service that can be consumed 
simultaneously by everyone and from which no one can be excluded. A 
pure public good is one for which consumption is non-revival and 
from which it is impossible to exclude a consumer. Pure public goods 
pose a free-rider problem. A pure private good is one for which 
consumption is rival and from which consumers can be excluded. 

Some goods are non-excludable but are rival and some goods are non-
rival but are excludable 

The first feature of a public good is called non-rivalry. A good is non-
rival if consumption of one unit by one person does not decrease 
available units for consumption by another person. An example of 
non-rival consumption is watching a television show. 

A private good, by contrast, is rival. A good is rival if consumption of 
one unit by one person does decrease available units for consumption 
by another person. An example of rival consumption is eating a 
burger. 



The second feature of a public good is that it is non-excludable. A good 
is non-excludable if it is impossible, or extremely costly, to prevent 
someone from benefitting from a good who has not paid for it. An 
example of a non-excludable good is national defense. It would be 
difficult to exclude a foreign visitor from being defended. 

A private good, by contrast, is also excludable. A good is excludable if 
it is possible to prevent a person from enjoying the benefits of a good if 
they have not paid. An example of an excludable good is cable 
television. Cable companies can ensure that only those people who 
have paid the fee receive programmes. 

 


